
 

 

Linda Roggli: 

It's October, 2020, and even in the midst of a crazy year, it's still ADHD awareness month. And we're still 
here with TADD Talks from ADDA, the Attention Deficit Disorder Association, nine minutes short, pithy 
soundbites on living with adult ADHD. Stay tuned, here it comes. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

Hello and welcome to TADD Talks with ADDA. I'm Melissa Reskof, Attention Deficit Disorder Association 
board member and chair of the Outreach Committee. I'd like to spend a little time today talking about the 
topic that I'll be presenting at the 2020 annual international conference on ADHD.  At the conference, my 
presentation partner, ADDA Virtual Programs Chair Renee Crook and I will be presenting a “how to” for 
starting a peer support group.  Today I will share some insights on the peer factor. The first thing I notice 
when I go to an ADDA virtual peer group, is how much I have in common with the people who are 
sharing. When they say how they forgot X, Y and Z today, and they're sorry for being late, I think, I have 
done that a thousand times. When the next person stops mid-sentence because they lost their train of 
thought, I think, been there too. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

When another person tells every detail and multiple perspectives on a problem, I think, this sounds 
familiar. Being with people who relate to your life experiences can be transformational.  In just a few 
minutes, newcomers planning to “just listen” will be compelled to share their deepest secrets. This is the 
peer factor. It was in the high IQ group meeting this summer when a person shared how when they were 
in college, they became so overwhelmed and isolated that they nearly failed a semester, opting for an 
incomplete, and then nearly missing the paperwork deadline. The group leader invited anyone with a 
similar experience to raise their hand. More than three quarters of the people raised their hands. To see a 
zoom screen of nearly 30 people, most with their hands up, sharing a knowing expression, the emotion 
was palpable. The loneliness and shame of that secret became a moment of deep connection. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

That's belonging. And that's the peer factor. The culture of peer support provides a sense of community. 
Being with people who share similar life experiences, that's how you know you're in the right place. I'm 
excited to share what's available to you by participating in peer groups. This is my preferred way to learn, 
directly from others. When people share a strategy that they use, I can see how to adapt it to work for me. 
For example, I've done a lot of reading about nutrition best practices, that a protein rich diet is 
recommended for ADHDers. And how did that translate into an actual routine? Spoiler alert! It 
didn’t!Reading about best practices is great, but actually making the lifestyle change, that gets tricky. 
More than a year ago at the women 50 plus meeting, I heard a woman share her breakfast routine. She 
ate a cooked egg for protein and half an avocado on wheat toast to get those heart healthy fats and fiber. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

Well, that sounds doable. I could have a hard boiled egg with my morning cup of Joe. And just like that, 
[clap] boom! A new and easy to initiate healthy habit was born.  I've been having this light easy to prepare 
breakfast for the last year or so. Yes, she has avocado toast, but that didn't appeal to me. So I adapted 
her working habit to fit my preferences. I got a countertop egg steamer, sits right next to my coffee maker. 
I fill both machines with water, prep the eggs, press the start button. By the time the egg cooker’s alarm 
goes off, I have a fresh hot cup of coffee and a fresh hot egg. Yum and satisfying. The peer factor helped 
me have a healthy breakfast routine. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

ADHDers are not known for our ability to think about the future or our future selves. One of the greatest 
resources of the peer groups is identifying people in the group who represent the person we are 
struggling to become. Whether it's another participant or the group leader, that person has a habit you 
want, and here, it's fair game to copy! You might think only learned experts have something to teach 



 

 

about ADHD. And to that, I quote a beloved movie, Ratatouille. “Not everyone can become a great artist, 
but a great artist can come from anywhere.” Here's my adaptation. Not every peer can share a useful 
strategy, but useful, adaptable habits, strategies and mindset can come from anyone. It's all in the way 
you listen. Recently, I was at an international virtual peer group meeting when a new person in the 
process of getting diagnosed, shared that her mindset, from the time she was little, was that doing things 
her own way was fundamental to her self expression. That she has to follow her internal drum beat, not 
bowing to pressure from contemporaries or school teachers. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

She fully embraced her own ways of being. I found her self acceptance and mindset so inspiring that I 
had to tell her.  Here she is at her first meeting, just speaking her truth, thinking she had nothing to teach 
others. When she learned that her truth had a big impact on me, that transformed how she saw herself. 
She came to the meeting looking for support and found that she had support to give. [Clap] Boom! That's 
transformation, and that's the peer factor. At a group meeting a few months ago, I met a new member 
self-diagnosed and in quarantine due to COVID, he shared his difficulty with memory and managing time. 
He already had great success using a calendar, which he admitted checking every few minutes 
throughout the day.  When another participant used the term “time blindness,” this fellow became very 
animated. There was a name for this thing that he'd been struggling with. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

Just being with peers gives us access to a vocabulary, naming our reality. Having names and distinctions 
for our special neurology means that we can speak about our inner world and have more facility in that 
world. The peer factor succeeds again. Boom!  People have asked me what's so special about ADDA’s 
peer groups. Of course the answer is our fantastic and dedicated volunteers. Our groups are run by 
trained volunteers, people with ADHD who want to connect with and better our community. They speak 
from personal experience and they refer to evidence-based tools, skills and strategies, because we only 
share trustworthy information.  ADDA’s No Shame, No Blame policy is the backbone of our nurturing 
community. Our peer led groups have clearly communicated guidelines for participation, highlighting 
confidentiality. That is keeping what is said in the meeting private. Only safe spaces can provide the 
comfort necessary for people to become . . . only safe spaces can provide the comfort necessary for 
people to be vulnerable and authentic. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

Peer support has great flexibility in the kinds of support offered. We have groups that focus on building 
social skills, practicing self advocacy and maintaining healthy habits, as well as activity-based groups like 
a weekly accountability group and the productivity power hour plus a co-working group where you can get 
stuff done with friendly support. When people try out peer groups, they're not sure what they're going to 
get. It's the peer factor that provides experiences of empathy and acceptance for our true selves. 
Participating regularly in peer groups reduces stigma, improves self esteem, self confidence and our 
social lives. The most profound peer factor deliverable is a belief in a better future. Hope. 

 
Melissa Reskof: 

Seeing people like ourselves succeeding, that gives us hope. And that goes for our non-ADHD partners 
too, because we have a peer group just for them. So if you find yourself feeling low, if the deficit of ADHD 
has brought you to a place of loneliness, maybe even despair, come to a peer group and experience the 
peer factor for yourself. Hope could be just a click away. And that's today's TADD Talk about the benefits 
of peer groups and the peer factor. I'm Melissa Reskof, chair of ADDA's Outreach Committee. It's been 
“Tee-rific” being with you today, and if you want more information about me or my work with ADHD adults, 
you can find me online at www.add.org, or you're welcome to email me at melissa.reskof@gmail.com. 
That's M-E-L-I-S-S-A dot R-E-S-K-O-F @gmail.com. Thank you so much. 

 
Linda Roggli: 



 

 

Okay. That's today's ADHD wisdom. Much more to come. And why not join us for the virtual 2020 
international ADHD conference coming up in November? Details at add.org. And while you're at it, why 
not join ADDA? It's a great investment in your ADHD life. 


